
EDUCATION CONTACT

EXPERIENCE 

HONORS

GRACI GRANBERRY

3404 Middlefield Rd 
Dallas, TX 75253
(214)-864-7639
graci.granberry@gmail.com

Oklahoma State University, Stillwater
Bachelor of Science in Interior Design 
GPA: 4.0
Expected: May 2023

- Volunteered more than 48 hours and oversaw the organization and maintenance of living spaces.
- Administered bottle feedings, prepared special dietary formulas and documented hourly charts for more 

than 30 premature and newborn kittens.

- Directed and planned monthly chapter meetings to update and announce upcoming Oklahoma ASID 
events to students. 

- Presented ideas for future events during monthly officer meetings.

President’s Honor Roll | 2019, 
2020, 2021

Out of State Achievement 
Waiver | 2019-2022

Sketchup
Enscape

Photoshop
AutoCAD

Sketchbook

Familiar             Experienced 

OBJECTIVE 
Seeking an internship that will focus on commercial-based, sustainable, and universal design 
for the summer of 2022.

Pi Beta Phi (Oklahoma Beta Chapter) 
Building Committee | 
January 2022- Present

Julie Freeman Agency - Dallas, TX | 
January 2021- June 2021

J Cole Influencer - Stillwater, OK | 
Spring 2021

Tiny Paws Kitten Rescue - Stillwater, OK | 
Fall 2019- Present 

INVOLVEMENT
American Society of Interior Designers  |  Fall 
2019-Present | Event Planner Fall 2021 

Neocon at the MART - Chicago, IL | 
October 4-6, 2021 

Pi Beta Phi - Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion 
Resource Information Chair  | 2022 

Pi Beta Phi - Apparel Design Chair | 2021

Pi Beta Phi - Arrow Board Chair | 2020

Hand Drafting 
Indesign 
Lumion

Unity 3D
3DS Max

Revit

SKILLS
Familiar             Experienced 

- Organized opportunities for member encouragement and community involvement for sisterhood and 
friendship bonding.

- Created and displayed picture collages throughout the sorority house. 
- Contributed to engaging activities during recruitment week.

- Collaborated as co-chair to research trends and create designs for major sorority events year round.
- Orchestrated meetings with apparel companies and event directors to solicit quotes for budgeting purposes.
- Managed 5 different projects and delivered more than 1000 T-shirts.

- Attended a three-day national conference and engaged with more than 20 commercial design vendors.
- Networked with commercial vendor representatives and explored innovative products for the interiors of 

buildings from mostly the healthcare and administration areas.

- Recently elected and researching resources to provide to the members of the chapter.
- Planning to bring awareness to DEI event opportunities throughout the year.

- Selected to join the Oklahoma Beta Chapter building committee to brainstorm the development of a new 
sorority house for Pi Beta Phi.

- Consulted with the Oklahoma Beta Housing Corporation and KSQ Design to discuss ideas for the 
construction and design of OK Beta. (4-5 year commitment)

- Served as a representative for promotional and marketing events, banquets and galas for organizations 
such as the Dallas Safari Club and Ducks Unlimited.

- Gained knowledge in networking, marketing and conversational skills by facilitating advertisement and 
sales.

- Promoted J Cole products across multiple platforms using digital links to specific products and personal 
discount codes. 

- Modeled apparel, shoes, and accessories featured on J Cole’s website and social media.

Link to Portfolio 


